Abstract: High dynamic range (HDR) imaging requires bracketing-low dynamic range images with varying exposures-and postprocessing to blend appropriately exposed portions together. We analyze HDR recoverability of bracketing, which is not well understood despite popularity of HDR.
Introduction
Integrating detectors, including CMOS and CCD sensors, measures light intensity indirectly by accumulating the electrons generated by photocurrent, and the random behavior of the photon and electron arrival processes is wellmodeled by Poisson distribution [1] . Owing to the limited size of capacitance, however, measurement made on this count data is right censored (saturated) and limit its dynamic range. The problem of reconstructing a HDR image based a series of exposure bracketed low dynamic range (LDR) images is well studied [2, 3] . The set of exposures used in this practice has influence over the recoverability of HDR images, though we presently lack studies to understand the scope of its impact. This paper is aimed at bridging this gap by a rigorous analysis of recoverability based on the distribution of pixel values.
In this article, we propose to iteratively update the exposures to be used in exposure bracketing. We are concerned with one basic question: what (N + 1)th exposure maximizes recoverability of HDR image, having acquired N images already? Answering this question requires predicting the HDR recoverability with N +1 exposure brackets conditioned on the N previously taken images. The present article is a summary of [4] , and we defer proofs for the theorems contained herein to the previous article.
Assumptions
Accumulating photons emitted by light with intensity x over k seconds and assuming that the quantum efficiency of image sensors is linear, an integrating detector sees y|x ∼ P(λx) photons. Owing to the fact that electrons generated by the photocurrent are stored in a capacitor of limited size τ , however, the image sensor observation is right censored: z|y = min(y, τ ). As it can easily be seen, increased exposure (let k 0 > k 1 ) results in better signal-to-noise performance but increased risk of saturation: signal-to-noise ratio with k0
risk of saturation with k0
The N images acquired with exposure bracketing are denoted below as z n = min(y n , τ ), y n ∼ P(k n x), n ∈ {1, . . . , N }. We further assume that the distribution of x is Gamma: x ∼ Gamma(α, β). This prior model is employed for two reasons. First, Gamma distribution is a conjugate prior for Poisson distribution, making the subsequent inferences computationally tractable. Second, the distribution of pixel values has a heavy positive skew. Multimodality can subsequently be captured also by a finite Gamma mixture model. Suppose we define the predictive risk of reconstructing the HDR image x based on N + 1 images {z 1 , . . . , z N +1 } taken with a set of exposures {k 1 , . . . , k N +1 } in terms of its L 2 norm:
prediction for (N + 1)th exposure based on N previously acquired images .
Naturally, we define recoverability as the negative of the risk infimum, which by orthogonality principle simplifies:
We have previously proven the following result [4] .
We are interested in solving for the maximizer of R(k N +1 ) based on Theorem 1. However, p(z N +1 |z 1 , . . . , z N ) is difficult to write down in a closed form, and we make the following approximation. Suppose η is a set of indexes of unsaturated exposures-i.e. n ∈ η if and only if z n < τ . Then
that is, the contribution from saturated pixels are insignificant. The RHS distribution is given by the following theorem [4] . Theorem 2 Let z n = min(y n , τ ), y n |x ∼ P(k n x), x ∼ Gamma(α, β). Then
Combining (1) with Theorems 1 and 2, we arrive at our main result and the optimal (N + 1)th exposure.
arg max
computable by Theorem 2 .
Verification of Iterative Exposure Bracketing
Experimental verification of the iterative exposure bracketing is conducted using RIT/MSCL HDR database [5] . We simulate exposure bracketing with four LDR images whose exposures are determined by the optimal iterative scheme; HDR image is reconstructed subsequently from this set via the Matlab function makehdr. Comparisons are made with reconstruction from four LDR images taken with linear exposure over the same range. The prior model parameters α and β is trained from the previously acquired images {z 1 , . . . , z N } based on the likelihood function. Figure 1(a) shows the set of LDR images taken as a result of iteratively updating the next exposure that maximizes recoverability. Compared to the linear exposure bracketing shown in Figure 1(b) , the proposed scheme yields LDR image set with most diverse image details (see z 2 , in particular). Another interesting features is that LDR images are not acquired in the monotonically increasing order of exposures-instead, the algorithm quickly covers a large range first before finely stepping through mid-dynamic range. This can be understood as prioritizing "robustness to saturation" over noise. The reconstructed HDR images, shown here with the Matlab tonemap function, are provided in Figure 2 . HDR image details are better preserved with the optimal exposure sets. Linear exposure set, despite the fact that they cover the same range, introduce contouring in regions of smooth gradients. 
Discussion
In this paper, we proposed an iterative exposure bracketing strategy that maximizes the HDR recoverability. We defined recoverability as the negative predictive risk infimum, and introduced an approximation that enables us to solve for an optimal (N + 1)th exposure based on the previously acquired N images. Our model currently ignores correlations across pixels and quantization, natural next steps for future incorporation into the prior model. However, the work presented here is relevant to many aspects of digital photography. For example, our recoverability metric predicts the minimum number of exposures required to achieve a desired image quality. Besides the traditional method of timemultiplexed multiple exposures, spatially multiplexed panchromatic and chromatic pixels in mixed-exposure image sensors [6] have two separate gain controls that must be controlled independently, and hence are amenable to analysis of the type employed here.
